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ABSTRACT 
In this note it is shown that, for a given partially specified hermitian matrix P, the 
maximal rank for arbitrary (possibly nonhermitian, complex) completions can be 
attained by hermitian completions. A simple formula for the maximal rank for 
nonhermitian completions was computed previously by Cohen et al. We also discuss 
the same situation for symmetric matrices over an arbitrary field, and show that the 
field size may be critical in establishing the same formulas. Finally, we discuss the 
same questions under Toeplitz structure, and show that for the matrix 
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the maximal completion rank is 3 for complex hermitian Toeplitz completions, 3 for 
real symmetric ompletions, 3 for real Toeplitz completions, but only 2 for real 
symmetric Toeplitz completions. 
INTRODUCTION 
The formula for computing the maximal completion rank p(M)  for a 
partially specified matrix M was computed in [1]. It is expressed in terms of 
maximal fully specified submatrices of M. In this paper we study the 
completion rank for a partial matrix with hermitian structure, when only 
hermitian completions are allowed; or for a partial matrix with real symmetric 
structure, when only real symmetric ompletions are allowed. Our central 
result is Theorem 2, which shows that p(M) is still attainable in both cases. 
By a partial matrix we mean a matrix M with specified complex 
numbers in some entries and with the remaining entries unspecified. We 
shall denote unspecified entries by '?'. By a partial hermitian matrix we 
mean a partial square matrix M whose specified entries come in conjugate 
pairs: mij = mjr With M we can associate two types of fully determined 
matrices: (i) specified submatrices of M, and (ii) completions of M, i.e. fully 
specified matrices T for which t~j = m~j whenever m~j is specified. The issue 
we address here is to determine the maximal rank among all completions of 
M, based on knowledge of the ranks of the specified submatrices. 
Finally, we comment on the complications arising when in addition a 
Toeplitz structure is imposed on M and its completions. From Iohvidov's 
work [5] it follows that when M is of the hermitian band type, the maximal 
rank is still attainable by a Toeplitz completion. For nonbands this is not 
always true for real symmetric Toeplitz completions, as we will show by an 
example. 
MAIN RESULTS 
Following [1], we start with the following approach and basic observation: 
if M is an n × m partial matrix, K is a submatrix of M of size p × q, and T 
is a completion of M (no hermitian structure assumed), then 
rankT~< (n -p)  + (m-q)  +rankK.  
Set 
p( K, M)  ".-- (n - p) + (m - q) + rank K (1) 
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p(M)  := rain{ p(K ,  M):  K is a submatrix of M}, 
where the trivial row and the trivial column are included as submatriees of 
size n × 0 and 0 × m, so as to ensure that 
p( M ) <~ min(n, m}. 
In the definition of p(M),  it suffices to consider only maximal submatriees 
K. The inequality p(M)  ~ rank T holds for every completion T of M; hence 
p(M)  is an upper bound for the maximal completion rank of M. In fact, the 
two values always coincide: 
THEOREM 1. [1, Theorem 2.2] There exists' a completion T of M whose 
rank equals p( M ). 
Now if M is restricted to be hermitian, p(M) is in principle only an upper 
bound for the maximal hermitian completion rank, but in this note we prove 
the following: 
THEOREM 2. I f  M is hermitian, there exists" a hermitian completion T of 
M whose rank equals p(M ). 
We present here an elementary proof of Theorems 1 and 2, which in fact 
proves a slightly stronger esult: 
DEFINITION. We call the completion T a strong rank maximizer for M 
if any submatrix of T maximizes the completion rank of the corresponding 
partial submatrix of M. 
COROLLARY 3. In Theorems 1 and 2, one can choose the completion T in 
such a way that T is a strong rank maximizer for M. 
Our completion procedure in proving these results is to determine one 
entry at a time, in arbitrary order, keeping the completion rank maximal. In 
each step we shall show that the entry in question can he so chosen, provided 
it avoids a small set: a finite union of points, circles, and lines. 
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D. Hershkowitz pointed out to us that the fact that the maximal rank is 
attainable by a hermitian matrix is an elementary exercise in algebraic 
geometry, the idea being that z = g is not a subset of any algebraic variety. 
The original proof of Theorem 1 in [1] contains a minor inaccuracy, which 
we believe was first detected by G. Whitney (then a student at Harvard). The 
gap can be demonstrated bythe counterexample 
1 ? • 
? 0 
The proof in [1]starts by choosing a specified block K for which p(K, M) = 
p(M).  Choose K to be the empty column. The next step is augmentation f 
K by a row or a column. Choose the second column. The rank will increase 
by 1, independent of the choice of m22. Choose, then, m~2 = 0. But now 
there is a 2 x 2 zero block which prevents the completion from having rank 
3. It turns out that any other value for mz~ except zero would allow 
completion to rank 3. 
For a more rigorous proof for Theorem 1, we make use of the following 
]emma, which shows that this type of single point exclusion is universal. 
LEMMA 4. Consider a ( p + 1) X (1 + q) partial matrix 
Denote its maximal submatrices by 
Then 
p(N)  = 1 + rain{rank Nl,rank N31. (e) 
Moreover, the completion 
has maximal rank p( N ) for all z ~ C except possibly one point z o. 
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Proof. Equation (2) follows from (1). Now set 
r~ = rank NI, r 2 = rank N2, r a = rank N a, r = min{r  l, ra}. 
The possible rank for N(z)  is either r or r + 1. It is necessarily r + 1 
whenever 1 ~ r 3. It is also r + 1 if r 1 = r 3 v a r 2. These observations follow 
easily from examining l inear dependence of  rows. 
The only remaining cases is r~ = r 2 = r 3. In this case there are vectors u' 
and w' such that v = N2v' and w = w'N 2. We set z' := z - w'N,2v'. Then 
N(z)  factors as 
Now it is clear that 
Hence rank N(z)  = r can occur only when z' = 0, i.e. when z = w'N2v', 
Otherwise, rank N(z)  = r + 1. • 
Lemma 4 is also a special ease of results in [4], [7], and [6]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is enough to show that p(M)  does not change 
upon specifying one new entry z, provided z avoids a "'bad" finite set. For  
then one can specify entries in M one at a time, no special ordering required, 
until one get a completion T of M with rank T = p(T) = p(M).  Indeed, let 
M(z)  be M with z specified at the i , j  entry. Let K be a maximal specified 
block in M(z).  I f  K does not contain the added entry z, obviously 
p(K, M(z) )  = p(K, M)  >~ p(M).  Otherwise, up to permuting rows and 
columns, we may identify K with N(z)  in Lemma 4. The as an immediate 
consequence of (1) we get, using the lemma's notation, 
p(K ,  M(z ) )  = rank N(z)  + n + rn - p - q 
= min{rankN~,rankN3} + n +m-p  -q  + 1 
- rain{ p(x , M), p(N , M)) t> p(M). 
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We repeat his process over all maximal submatrices of M(z). So, as long 
as z avoids a finite set, we get p(M(z))  = p(M), and the proof is complete. 
Note that in the above proof we can limit ourselves to submatrices K(z) 
for which K (or N z) attains p(M). This has the effect of reducing the 
exceptional set for z. 
Lemma 4 is not sufficient for proving Theorem 2, since some entries may 
come in complex conjugate pairs. So we need also the following definition 
and result: 
DEFINITION. A generalized circle is any one of the following: a circle, a 
line, a point, two points, or the empty set. 
LEMMA 5. Consider the (possibly rectangular) (1 + p + 1) × (1 + q + 
l) partial matrix 
H = D . (3) 
f 
Denote its maximal submatrices by 
-=l  a bt ° :I (i) , f , H ,=(c  D e), H ,= 
Then 
p(H)  = 2 + min{rank H, :i = 1,2,3,4}.  (4) 
Let 
= 
denote a general completion of H. Then rank H(z, 2) = p(H) holds for all 
z ~ C except one generalized circle. 
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Proof. Equation (4) follows directly from (1). Next choose a square 
submatrix of H(z, w) whose size equals p(H) and whose determinant does 
not vanish identically. This determinant has the form 
d(z ,w)  = azw + ~z + 7w + 6, 
where the coefficients are complex and not all zero. Next, substitute ~ for w. 
In terms of the real and imaginary components of z we get 
p(x,  y) := a(z ,  = + y2) + t 'x + v'y + 6. (5) 
The zero set of this polynomial is a generalized circle. For z not on this 
circle, rank N(z) also equals p(H),  and we are done. • 
Alternate Proof When H(z, ~) is Hermitian. When H(z, ~) is hermi- 
tian, Lemma 5 can be deduced from several emmas in [3]. The possible 
kernels and ranks of bordered matrices of ,type (3) were classified as the 
seven Lemmas 3.3-3.9 of [3]. Therefore, we need merely reread them in 
order to check Lemma 5 here for hermitian matrices (warning: H 2 here is 
H~ of [3]). 
Specifically, rank H(z) = 2 + rain{rank Hi, rank H 2} holds when Lem- 
mas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.7, 3.8 of [3] are applicable. When Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, and 3.9 
of [3] are applicable, rank H(z) = 2 + rank H a. A little checking of the 
statements of these lemmas is left to the reader. Using Claim 3.10 of [3], it 
may be easily checked that Lemmas 3.3-3.9 of [3] cover all the possibilities. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let M(z) be the partial matrix M with z in the 
i, j entry and ~ in the j, i entry. As in Theorem 1, it is enough to show (for 
almost all numbers z) that p(M(z))= p(M). Let K(z) be a maxima/ 
submatrix of M(z). Then there are three cases: 
(a) If K(z) avoids both z and 5, we trivially have p(K(z), M(z)) = 
p(K, M). 
(b) If K(z)  contains one of the two, we proceed to quote Lemma 4, as in 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
(c) If both z, ~ are in K, then up to permuting rows and columns K(z)  
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has the form H(z, ~) of Lemma 5. By (4) we then have 
p( K, M(z ) )  = rank H(z ,  ~) + n + m - p - q 
= min{rankHi: i  = 1 . . . . .  4} +n +m+ 2-p -q  
= rain{ p(H, ,  M) : i  = 1 . . . . .  4} 
provided z avoids one generalized circle. Thus, again we get p(M(z) )  = 
p(M) for all z except a finite set of circles, lines, and points. The proof can 
be completed in the same manner as the proof of Theorem 1, i.e. minimizing 
over each K. 
Note that case (c) never occurs if z is a diagonal element. • 
To get the stronger Corollary 3, we simply have to enlarge the exceptional 
set for z in each completion step, so that it will include the exceptional sets of 
all the partial submatrices of M. 
GENERAL AND SYMMETRIC COMPLETIONS OVER A FIELD 
In this section we discuss the following questions: 
(i) Is Theorem 1 true over any field? 
(ii) Is Theorem 2 true for symmetric ompletions over any field? 
(iii) Do these results admit strong rank maximizers? 
At this stage, we can only point at a few negative answers and open 
questions. 
(i): Based on the (erroneous) proof of Theorem 1, it was concluded in [1] 
that the maximal rank formula is independent of the underlying field of 
scalars, excluding the trivial field of two elements. In view of our modified 
proof of Theorem 1, it is not clear whether this is indeed the case. While 
Lemma 4 holds over any field ~,, its application in Theorem 1 may require a 
finite set of point exclusions in any one-point completion step. If the field ~9 r 
is too small, this may leave no viable completion value. Obviously, the 
completion rank will be attained by a symmetric matrix whenever Y is 
infinite, in particular over the reals. 
(ii): The same reservation will apply when we want to use both Lemmas 4 
and 5 in the proof of Theorem 2. We note, however, that since now we do 
not use conjugates, the exceptional set in Lemma 2 will be at most two points 
in ~. 
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( i i i ) :  The exceptional set required for a strong maximizer may be larger 
than that required for a simple maximizer. For example, in the field 5 r = 
{0, 1, 2} consider the matrix 
M = 0 1 ? 
1 ? 1 " 
2 ? ? 
Let : = Mll. Any value of z will create three maximal 2 X 2 matrices, one 
of rank i and two of rank 2. Thus, in this case a strong rank maximizer does 
not exist, although there exist real symmetric ompletions of rank 4, e.g., set 
z = 1 and all other completion entries zero. 
Thus, the situation for finite fields is not clear. However, some positive a 
pr io r i  results can be obtained combinatorially. Namely, given the matrix size 
n X m and an unspecified entry z, there can be at most B / = (rain{n, m} - 
1)! different maximal submatrices of type N( : )  in Lemma 4; hence if the 
field size exceeds this number, Theorem 1 will hold for this particular matrix 
size. Similarly, in the context of an n × n symmetric matrix, for Lemma 5 to 
apply it suffices that the field size exceed B~ = 2(n - 2)!. 
B~ is optimal in the following sense: for n fixed we may find m large 
enough, and a partial matrix M of size n X m, and a one step completion 
entry in M which requires B~ applications of" Lemma 4. 
These crude bounds no doubt admit many possible improvements, espe- 
cially if the pattern has some knowaa properties and if the one step comple- 
tion is chosen cleverly. For example, for triangular patterns we may take 
B 1 = 1, and for band patterns B 1 can be reduced to roughly B I = 
2 rain{n, m}, and B 2 = 2. Namely, we get the following important observa- 
tion: over any field with at least three elements, if the pattern is a symmetric 
band, then the maximal rank completion is always attained by a symmetric 
matrix. 
MAXIMAL RANK TOEPL1TZ COMPLETIONS 
Throughout his section, the partial mat~x will be assumed to have 
specified or unspecified complete diagonals, with Toeplitz stnleture (i.e. 
Mi j  = Mi  + 1, j + 1 for all i < n, j < m). Here we wish to compute the follow- 
ing numbers: 
(i) the maximal rank among Toeplitz completions; 
(ii) the maximal rank among hermitian Toeplitz completions for a par- 
tially specified complex hermitian Toeplitz matrix; 
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(iii) the maximal Toeplitz symmetric rank for a real hermitian square 
Toeplitz partial matrix. 
(iv) the same over a nontrivial field. 
Again, for band completions it can be shown that the four values are the 
same, and are equal to p (M)  in all cases. Hermitian Toeplitz matrices are 
determined by their first row, and we let T o = T(c 0, c 1, c 2 . . . .  , c n) denote 
the (n + 1)x  (n + 1) hermitian Toeplitz matrix whose top row is 
(c o, c 1, c2 , . . . ,  cn). Every complex row vector e = (c 0, c 1 . . . . .  c,)  with c o 
real defines uniquely an (n + 1) x (n + 1) hermitian Toeplitz matrix T n 
whose first row is e. We shall denote by Tie] the hermitian Toeplitz matrix 
generated by e. 
We may view a completion problem in this context in terms of completing 
the partially specified vector e. The case where c' := (c o . . . . .  c r) is specified 
and (c~+ 1,-- . ,  c,)  is unspecified leads to the well-studied theory of band 
matrix completions. The number  r is called the bandwidth.  
PROPOSITION 6. Given any hermi t ian  Toepl i tz  matr ix  T r = 
T (c  o, c 1, c 2 . . . . .  cr), then there is a vector (Cr+ 1, Cr + 2 . . . . .  Cr + s) such that 
Tr+ ~ = T(co,  cl,  c 2 . . . .  , Cr+ ~) is invertible or rank Tr+ s = rankT r + 2s. 
Furtherrru)re, i f  T r is a real symmetr ic  Toeplitz matrix, then the vector 
(Cr+l, C r + 2 . . . . .  C r + s )  may be chosen such that Tr + , is also a real symmetr ic  
Toeplitz matrix. 
Proof. Iohvidov's book [5] characterizes Hankel and Toeplitz matrices. 
Proposition 6 with s = 1 is a corollary of Theorem 15.6 and I~mma 16.1 and 
the two Remarks 1 on pp. 98 and 102 of [5]. Therefore one may use this 
repeatedly until rank Tr+ s = rank T r + fis or until an invertible Toeplitz 
matrix is formed. 
It was also shown in [5] that if T r of Proposition 6 is invertible, then there 
is a number  cr+ 1 such that Tr+ 1 is also invertible. Thus an invertible Toeplitz 
matrix may be extended inductively to a larger invertible Toeplitz matrix. • 
REMARK. Let T r be a given hermitian Toeplitz matrix. Let M be an 
( r  + s) x ( r  + s) matrix 
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that is, T r is the specified upper left corner of M. Clearly the hermitian 
Toeplitz matrix Tr+ ~ of this proposition is also a maximum rank completion of 
M. When T r is a real symmetric Toeplitz matrix, then the real symmetric 
Toeplitz matrix Tr+ ~ of this corollary is also a maximum rank completion of 
M. 
In contrast to the above, very little is known concerning nonband Toeplitz 
completions, whether hermitian or not. We now provide an example where 
(ii) and (iii) have different answers. 
EXAMPLE 7. Consider the three matrices 
M(x)= x 1 x , X (x ,y )= x 1 't , 
1 x 1 1 y 1 
H( .~)  = 1 = • 
z* 1 
(a) For the real symmetric Toeplitz matrix M(x) the maximum rank of 
M(x) is 2. 
(b) For the real symmetric matrix N(x, y) the maximum rank is 3. 
(e) For the hermitian Toeplitz matrix H(z) the maximum rank is 3. 
Thus the maximal real symmetric Toeplitz completion rank inay be less 
than the minimum of (1) the maximal hermitian Toeplitz completion rank 
and (2) the maximal real symmetric completion rank. 
CONJECTURE 8. For a partial hennitian Toeplitz matrix H the value 
p(H) is attainable via hermitian Toeplitz completions. 
REMARK. Example 7 shows that this is not so in the context of real 
symmetric Toeplitz completions. 
Not much can be said at this stage about (iv). 
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